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The next update in the Battle of Hoth series has been delayed, but we are comforted by the fact that it now has a new publisher and cover:
Dan Spiegle and Chris Alexander have published the Star Wars paperback edition and the cover in PDF for you to download, view, and print.
The publishers summary is as follows: Peter Schweighofer and Chris Alexander have published the next volume in the Battle of Hothseries,
featuring a special two-part story by Peter Schweighofer! It's the story of what happens when the Rebel Alliance makes its desperate bid for
freedom. It's an exciting, high-stakes tale of force-running through the Hoth system, an epic story as if Jango Fett and his gang had crawled out
of the ice and joined the Alliance. The next edition of the Star Wars main line will release on October 7. Written by Charles Soule, a frequent
author of Star Wars publishing, Princess Leia, Moff Tarkin, and more will appear again as tensions rise in a galaxy far, far away. The publishers
summary is as follows: SHE WILL HAVE REVENGE! COMMANDER ELLIAN ZAHRA has been tasked by the terrifying DARTH VADER with the job of
tracking down the remnants of the REBEL FLEET, scattered since the BATTLE OF HOTH. From the bridge of her flagship the TARKINS WILL, she
hunts the galaxy, eradicating all resistance, her secret goal to destroy LEIA ORGANA. But why such hate for the PRINCESS OF ALDERAAN The
truthwill be REVEALED! You can't qualify as a true Star Wars enthusiast until you pass on your passion to the next generation. With this Star
Wars origami kit, complete with custom-designed paper, you and your kids can make three dozen different projects that even Yoda would
admire. Each of the creations comes with a range of difficulty, two sheets of illustrated folding paper for each figure, and complete step-by-step
instructions.As they say, The future is always in motion.
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Today, we take a look at Star Wars in the form of origami. Star Wars has been an ever-present force in popular culture, from the cult favorite
film to the slightly more mainstream Star Wars video games and comic books. So it is little surprise that Star Wars is also a successful area of

origami, starting with the hyper-simple papercraft designs of the Star Wars Collection, continuing with this series from the creators of The Force
Awakens, and finishing with a new book by the designer of Rogue One. In this article, I ll cover the basic origami principles, and get a head
start on working through some of the Star Wars examples. Eventually, Ill demonstrate how you can use the same techniques to make some
origami designs of your own. Lets get started! The first basic thing you need to know is that you can use two very different kinds of paper to

make origami. You will mostly use what are called pre-folded, or flat, sheets of paper. These allow you to more accurately represent the three
dimensional shapes of things like buildings, ships, trees, and people. However, these types of paper can be difficult to fold because of the way
they are folded. In contrast, you will use pre-folded, or flat, sheets of paper to make the designs in the Star Wars books. These types of paper
allow you to build more detailed models, as you can fold these designs any way you please, increasing the difficulty level of the projects. Now,

there are two different types of paper you can use when making Star Wars origami. The first is a pre-folded sheet of paper with a defined inside
and outside edge. The second is an un-folded piece of paper. The pre-folded paper is much easier to work with, and is a great choice for

beginners. The pre-folded paper is just a sheet of paper that is folded, and there is a defined inside and outside edge of the final shape. Now,
there are a number of different types of pre-folded paper out there for Star Wars origami. There is the very simple cleanly folded sheet of

paper, this is the type of paper the A New Hope, Return of the Jedi, and Rogue One books are printed on. There is also a much more detailed
paper that has a much more intricate design, and even has shiny metal looking pieces on the inside! There are a number of different names for
this type of paper, and I ll cover some of them in this article. The simplest, and by far most common, is Chinese star (要素高) paper. There are also
3-piece, 4-piece, and the even more complex 5-piece Chinese star paper, each of which has some pros and cons. For these paper, the stars are

printed on the inside of the fold, and the outside is blank. So that is a good indicator of which side is which. These papers also use the same
pattern to indicate the shapes of the folds inside the paper as is found on the inside of the finished model. This can make things easier for
beginners since they already know the basic pattern of folds, and does not need to become familiar with the design of the finished model.
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